Abstract

Periplus is a book distributor company, which specialized in importing popular magazines, popular readings, Maps, Cooking Books, Child Books, international newspaper, and other Hobby related readings. As the sole distributor of popular books, Periplus only has minor market competitor and as the market evolve, there are necessity to have e-commerce system in order to get advantage from other competitors. Our objective is assist non-IT related company into e-commerce world. This thesis is about making an e-commerce website and documentation on what is the most important thing for a non-IT related company to have on their website, the thesis will have a documentation about the website and documentation on analysis we’ve made during completing the website.

The true goal of the thesis is to aid other when developing a software especially website for non-IT related company. We use PHP and MYSQL to build this e-commerce website. By the end of this thesis, we hope the website can be used by the customers, people who only browse for books, store staffs, Periplus clients, and
the headquarters staffs at Periplus. The website implementation will provide the users with sufficient information about Periplus products and well serves its purpose to become a promotion media for Periplus products.
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